
Udaan Candidates 



Heena Rashid 
Srinagar,J&K 
Company: J.P. Morgan 
Current profile: Operations Executive 
CTC : 2.5 Lacs 
Contact: heenarather@yahoo.com  

“As i ponder upon my journey thus far, there is a mixed feeling of gratefulness and pride. I 
can proudly say that Udaan has actually changed my life. It has shown me the way forward for a 
successful career in the corporate world. I always wanted to be a part of  the fast growing 
corporate world but didn’t know where to begin from. Then i came across project Udaan, 
everything became so easy and accessible. Today, I’m working with a Global leader in Financial 
Services – JP Morgan, Bangalore and I thank Vision India for providing me such opportunity.” 

  



Javid Ahmad Dar 
40-Bunpora,Srinagar,J&K 
Company: Hindustan Construction Company 
Current profile:  Quality Control Engineer 
CTC : 3.25 Lacs 
Contact: er.javid2479@gmail.com  

 
This is not my story but a reality across J&K. We all have been facing the monster of 
unemployment. But I was able to overcome the same and fetch a desired job. Thanks to Vision 
India, their training, assistance and market knowledge is truly 
recommendable. 
 
From a fresh College graduate to a Corporate professional is how I would define my Journey with 
Vision India.” 
 

  



Navneet Kaur 
Jagti nagrota, J&K 
Company : Denave India Pvt. Ltd. (Google) 
Current Profile: Consumer Engagement 
Specialist 
CTC: 1.9 Lacs 
Contact: navu.randawa@gmail.com  
 
 

“For me landing with my 1st job will always be an experience of my life and it gets magnified when the 
platform provided is with the best company to work for - Google. 
 
After graduation as I was looking for a job, I came across Udaan training program, an initiative for J&K 
youths. My friend suggested me to join Vision India, which provided me basic training on Corporate 
readiness and assisted me a lot in my job search. I very much appreciate Vision India’s understanding of 
my strengths and expertise and their approach which helped me carve my career. They were friendly and 
very detail oriented and made me feel confident to face interview by helping me understand how to 
present myself during interviews. So, I want to conclude that it was an amazing experience in my life how 
Vision India helped me in smooth joining as well. Thank you VISPL for helping me get my First Job.” 



“As a graduate fresher, I was looking for my first career break. Then Udaan training program with Vision 
India happened to me, it opportune me to learn fast, earn and contribute to society as well.  
 
Vision India has opened the door of vast opportunities for me. I joined Placement division for Udaan, and 
here I learnt the nuances of hiring, how the job market works, and the art of effective communication. 
Soon I gained lot of confidence which reflected in my work and individual managerial skills. I have had a 
great opportunity to earn for myself, my family, have become self-reliable and self-dependent – which I 
always dreamt of. Vision India gives us the opportunity to reskill and up-skill ourselves to grow within the 
organization by diversifying our portfolio and shouldering additional responsibilities & taking new 
challenges.  
 
Also, I see myself and my organization contribute to the upliftment and growth of unprivileged and needy. I 
wish to offer ample opportunities to people there in J&K and help them grow.”  

Lokeshi Vijay 
Jammu, Jammu & Kashmir 
Company : Vision India Services Pvt. Ltd. 
Current profile : HR Executive 
CTC : 1.8 Lacs 
Contact: lokeshi.vijay@vispl.co.in 



“After  completing  my   studies, I  was looking for 
a  right   platform  to  launch   my   career. NSDC Udaan training program has 
genuinely provided me the  platform   to   enhance   my skill and 
shown  me  the  way  forward  for  a successful career in the corporate word. 
Today I’m working    with a leading  Finance Company  in  India. 
 
Thank You  NSDC Udaan  and  Vision   India for giving Udaan to my career.” 

Zahid Ajaz Bhat 
Eidgah colony,Budgam,J&K 
Company : Indiabulls Housing Finance Ltd. 
Current Profile: Branch Credit Manager 
CTC: 3.49 Lacs 

Contact: zahidajaz711@gmail.com  










